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MINERGIE DEVELOPMENT  
IN WITENZELG  
Romanshorn, CH

Lake Constance does not just store drinking water, it is also a huge heater. Even if the water of the lake is only  
7 degrees in the winter, thanks to the heat pumps it is able to provide heating to the houses in the Witenzelg  
development.
In the Romanshorn residential estate, great value is placed on healthy living and sustainability. That is why the  
Cleverpark Crema with the B-Protect® surface sealing has been installed in the homes. This flooring is very easy to 
look after and has a natural look.



Architect: Felix Partner Architektur, Zurich
Building owner: Felix Partner Architektur, Zurich
Parquet: 5'000 m² Cleverpark, Oak, Crema, B-Protect®

MINERGIE DEVELOPMENT
WITENZELG  
Romanshorn, CH
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FAMILY HOUSE EBNAT-KAPPEL
Ebnat-Kappel, CH

There is a new owner in town... that is why the floorings of this house dating back to 1957 were 
finally given a new lease of life. Architect Thomas Schmid gave a lot of time and attention to his 
design, and the openness of the living concept struck the new owner at once as brilliant.
The decision to replace the various floor coverings around the house with a single uniform  
wooden floor, even in the kitchen and bathrooms, was of central importance. The effect of the 
open space gives the house a whole new quality.



Architect: Thomas Schmid (SIA), Zurich
Building owner: Private
Parquet: 190 m² Villapark, Oak Avorio 35, nature oiled, deep brushed
 

FAMILY HOUSE EBNAT-KAPPEL
Ebnat-Kappel, CH
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SILL-INSEL
Innsbruck, AT

The peninsula in the centre of Innsbruck offers a modern environment in the lush green setting. The guiding 
principle behind the concept of the “Sill-Insel” project is a new interpretation of the theme “City Villas”. The 
three-dimensional structure and the building units and open spaces nested inside one another and stacked on 
top of each other demonstrate the clear character of a detached house. The “Sill-Insel” development offers  
modern two-bedroom apartments to exclusive spacious terraces and penthouse apartments. The open architec-
ture with large window front on all exterior walls bring in a lot of light and depth of space. Large planks in Oak 
Farina reinforce this effect.



Architect: Obermoser, Innsbruck
Building owner: Sillinsel Verwaltungs GmbH, Innsbruck
Parquet: Different products e.g. Villapark, Oak Farina 35

SILL-INSEL
Innsbruck, AT
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE
Balgach, CH

The single-family home on the hillside has both a view and a vision. The exterior design concept  
consists of two flat cubes, stacked on top of each other, one encased in wood, the other in purist-style 
light concrete. 
The interior also focuses on the radical contrast between warm, dark wood and smooth concrete walls 
and ceilings. The continuous nature oiled parquet floor made from smoked oak is the perfect wood 
element within this concept. It emanates peace and comfort and directs the eye towards the grandiose 
view of the Rhine valley and the impressive surrounding nature.



Architect: Novaron AG, Diepoldsau
Building owner: Martin Gepp, Balgach
Parquet: 370 m² Trendpark, Oak smoked 14, nature oiled
 

SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSE
Balgach, CH
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RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT  
“URSULINENGARTEN”
Salzburg, AT

Six residential buildings in “Ursulinengarten”, all designed by different architects. The multi-family homes 
have a completely different look, but still succeed in creating a harmonious picture. 

These homes with a view over the green countryside are highly exclusive in every respect. The large 1-strip-
planks of Villapark in smoked oak and natural oak really come into their own here.



Architect: Ina Laux von Laux Architekten, Munich
Building owner: Ursulinengarten Wohnbau GmbH, Salzburg, Austria
Parquet: 145 m² Villapark, Oak smoked 24, nature oiled, deep brushed  
  and Villapark Oak 35, nature oiled, deep brushed 

RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT  
“URSULINENGARTEN”
Salzburg, AT
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ESCHER-TERRACES
Zurich, CH

In spring of 2014, a high-rise building with 51 high-quality apartments was erected in Zurich on the outskirts 
of a former industrial zone. Blending it all in with the historic architecture of Escher-Wyss attests of amazing 
competence.

The interior of the high-rise building alternates between exposed concrete walls and white plastered surfaces. 
In addition to the large windows, the light oak parquet flooring in the Farina shade ensures a light and friendly 
home.



Architect: E2A / Piet Eckert und Wim Eckert / Architekten ETH BSA SIA AG, Zurich
Building owner: Allreal Holding AG, Baar
Parquet: 5500 m² Cleverpark Oak Farina 14, nature oiled

ESCHER-TERRACES
Zurich, CH
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SINGLE-FAMILY HOME
Amriswil, CH

This house is in beautiful Thurgau by Lake Constance. The bridge to the countryside out the windows is created 
inside the house by the nature oiled oak planks and green accessories.

The large format 1-strip-planks of the Silverline Edition characterise the interior design. The golden tones of the 
floor form a perfect contrast to the white walls. Seemingly floating stair steps made with the same parquet lead to 
the next floor. The wall covering made from parquet planks adds an elegant touch to the bathroom.



Architect: Private 
Building owner: Private
Parquet: 450 m² Silverline Edition, Oak Gold 35, nature oiled, deep brushed

SINGLE-FAMILY HOME
Amriswil, CH
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BUILDING COMPLEX HÜGLIPARK
Binningen, CH

The living oasis Hüglipark is set in a picturesque villa quarter. Benefiting from its elevated position, Hüglipark is 
set apart from the surrounding houses and thereby guarantees a very private and tranquil living experience. 

In these spacious apartments, the 1-strip-planks in light natural oak emphasise the open living space. They run 
through all the rooms.



Architect: ON3 Architekten, Basel 
Building owner: Private Investor, Basel
Parquet: 1200 m² Villapark, Oak 35, nature oiled

BUILDING COMPLEX HÜGLIPARK
Binningen, CH



DORFSUNNA



DORFSUNNA
Davos, CH

Borrowing its inspiration from traditional wood architecture, the new building blends perfectly into the 
existing landscape of Davos. The two separate “Dorfsunna” structures are connected at the lower garage 
level. A semi-public green space covers the area between the two apartment buildings. 
Dominated by the colours black and white, the interior design is in stark contrast to the building’s outside 
appearance. The change from stone floor covering to wood in the bedroom areas promotes an atmosphere  
of peace and comfort. 



Architect: Giubbini Architekten, Chur 
Building owner: Implenia Development AG, Chur
Parquet: 650 m² Unopark, Oak smoked, matt lacquered
  650 m² Monopark, Oak smoked, matt lacquered

DORFSUNNA
Davos, CH



FAMILY HOME  
IN WALENSTADT
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FAMILY HOME
Walenstadt, CH

A family in Walenstadt has built their own home. Formpark was installed for the flooring - a choice parquet that can 
be laid in a thousand different patterns. In the rooms on the upper floor, they opted for the more classic strip planks.

The spacious open-plan living and dining area looks incredibly effective with the installation pattern “14” from 
Formpark. The striking parquet pattern in warm oak tones forms a stark contrast to the simple white scheme of the 
kitchen.



Architect: Private
Building owner: Private
Parquet: 84 m² Formpark, Oak 14, nature oiled, deep brushed
  62 m² Casapark, Oak 14, nature oiled, brushed

FAMILY HOME
Walenstadt, CH
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RENOVATION ALBISRIEDEN
Albisrieden, CH

This attic apartment in the Albisrieden district of Zurich exudes great charm and a welcoming atmosphere. 
Big windows admit a great deal of light. Combined with the light oak parquet, the attractive apartment with its 
lovable nooks and crannies gives an open and inviting impression. 



Architect: Scheerer & Partner Architekten AG, Zurich 
Building owner: Schweizerische Mobiliar Asset Management AG
Parquet: 2100 m2 Solopark, Oak 14, matt lacquered

RENOVATION ALBISRIEDEN
Albisrieden, CH
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OLD APARTMENT BUILDING  
ON ANSBACHER STRASSE
Berlin, DE

The apartment is representative of the Wilhelminian style form the early 1910s in Berlin Schöneberg. It has been 
tailored to the individual wishes and requirements of the owners through structural changes and extensions.
For the gallery owner and the collector, the integration of art or changing images and sculptures in everyday life,  
is of paramount importance. After just a few structural changes, the existing floor plan was improved with an  
adequately sized entrance, precise accesses to rooms and a richer, more flowing circulation. Custom made cupboard 
spaces take care of all storage needs. In accordance with the guidelines, only a few materials and reductive details 
were used over the large surfaces. A striking parquet floor dominates the apartment in its herringbone pattern.

Photo: Christoph Rokitta



Architect: TBBK Architekten, Berlin
Building owner: Private
Parquet: 275 m² Unopark, Oak lightly smoked, nature oiled

OLD APARTMENT BUILDING  
ON ANSBACHER STRASSE
Berlin, DE
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PENTHOUSE KAPPEL



PENTHOUSE KAPPEL
Kappel, CH

The top floor of this apartment building was converted into a retreat with its own ambience.  
Nostalgic accessories and stand-alone furniture come into full effect in this white room.

The Vintage Edition is not just great for shop fittings, but it also gives private living quarters their  
own unique character. With a perfectly coordinated arrangement as shown in this private abode,  
the Vintage Edition White creates an exceptional living space.



Building owner: Private
Parquet: 120 m² Vintage Edition Unopark, Oak White, matt lacquered
  8 m² Vintage Edition Unopark, Old News, matt lacquered

PENTHOUSE KAPPEL
Kappel, CH
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RESIDENTIAL HOUSE “TROÏKA”
Cully, CH

The name of the house reflects the love the owner's have for their home country of Russia. The property itself is 
a unique composition of two modules: old and new.
The lake-facing side of the building was completely renovated. A balcony on the second floor offers a wonderful 
view over Lake Geneva. The new section is very modern in its design and houses several rooms and bathrooms. 
The parquet floors lined with high white skirtings (Bauwerk profile “Old Berlin”) seem to flow through the 
rooms before continuing on up the stairs in the same oak. The owner chose Formpark, Oak nature because of 
its high degree of authenticity and timelessness. The installation pattern and interplay of shadows give it a very 
modern effect.



Architect: DAR Architectes, Ecublens
Building owner: Pierre Duboux, Cully
Parquet: 300 m² Formpark, Oak

RESIDENTIAL HOUSE “TROÏKA”
Cully, CH
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TRAFO HOTEL
Baden, CH

The Trafo Culture and Congress Centre was built as part of a project including apartments, a hotel and event  
halls, in conjunction with the redevelopment of the existing, protected old halls of “ABB Hallen” in Baden.
The industrial character of the Trafo Halle is evident from the floor covering in the foyer stretching through to  
the Trafo Hotel itself. In addition to a perfectly grooved industrial flooring, the interior designers chose a timeless 
wooden floor in nature oiled oak for two areas as well as the stairs. The dining area benefits from a touch of  
elegance with the parallel installed Formpark elements lending it a distinctly stylish ambiance.



Architect: Stefan Wetzel, Atelier West Architekten, Baden
Building owner: Blue Management GmbH, Baden
Parquet: 200 m² Formpark Oak, deep brushed, nature oiled 
  85 m² Trendpark, Oak, brushed, nature oiled 

TRAFO HOTEL
Baden, CH
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RESTAURANT WALDESRUH
Zurich-Uitikon, CH

Fresh seasonal products, prepared with simplicity and cooked the Italian way with passion. That is the 
philosophy of Restaurant Waldesruh.

The Vintage Edition Unopark Green chosen by the designer, Virginia Maissen, for the redevelopment 
of the restaurant “Waldesruh da Daniele” reflects an air of genuine relaxation in the colourful dining 
area of this rustic family establishment in Zurich-Uitikon.



Interior designer: Virginia Maissen, Zurich
Building owner: Daniele Pagliei, Zurich
Parquet: Unopark, Vintage Edition, Green intense, matt lacquered 

RESTAURANT WALDESRUH
Zurich-Uitikon, CH



HOTEL AMBIENTE



HOTEL AMBIENTE
Dortmund, DE

Design-Hotel Ambiente has 35 rooms plus a junior suite, all offering their guests a timeless 
design, a peaceful and warm atmosphere and a high level of comfort ensuring a restorative 
night. This privately managed hotel is situated in a prime location, central yet green. The 
designer bar, which exudes a feeling of relaxed cosiness, sports a counter and shelves made 
entirely from Vintage Edition parquet strips. 

Photo: i-thiel fotodesign



Architect: P&W, Dortmund
Building owner: kikillus Restaurant / tessins GmbH, Dortmund
Parquet: Vintage Edition Mandala & Vintage Edition Stone

 

HOTEL AMBIENTE
Dortmund, DE
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LÖWEN HOTEL
Schruns, AT

The Löwen Hotel has undergone a complete overhaul and presents a different exterior right on first glance. 
The new façade is an eye catcher, featuring grey wood with an Alpine pattern that reflects the style of  
Montafon chalets.
The interior of the Löwen seamlessly continues in the same style. The concept is a mix of modern and  
traditional with local references and Alpine ambience. Only the best materials were used, with old wood  
meeting modern materials and refined stone. The structure planed and nature oiled Villapark one-strip 
planks perfectly complement the overall interior design concept.



Architect: monoplan AG, Zurich
Building owner: Liebherr International, Biberbach
Parquet: 800 m² Villapark, Oak 35, structured groove, nature oiled
 

LÖWEN HOTEL
Schruns, AT
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MOUNTAIN RESORT
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TRAVEL CHARME  
MOUNTAIN RESORT
Werfenweng, AT

The little, peaceful mountain village of Werfenweng, home to the pastoral new buildings of the 4-star superior Travel 
Charme mountain resort, is situated in the Austrian district of St. Johann im Pongau. Nestling in the picturesque 
landscape, the buildings are perfectly adapted to their hillside location. Floor-length panorama windows provide  
a glorious view of the valley below. The wall coverings are made from light beige quartz sandstone and a centrally  
located fireplace awaits the guests in the foyer. Light, classy parquet and material-covered headboards provide a 
homey atmosphere in the guest rooms. 



Architect: Architektur Consult ZT GmbH, Graz 
Building owner: Werfenweng Hotel Errichtungs- und Besitzgesellschaft mbH, Werfenweng
Parquet: 6400 m² Cleverpark, Oak Farina 14, nature oiled
  1500 m² Trendpark, Oak smoked Farina 14, nature oiled

TRAVEL CHARME  
MOUNTAIN RESORT
Werfenweng, AT



Photos: Belvédère Strandhotel & Restaurant, Spiez
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STRANDHOTEL BELVÉDÈRE
Spiez, CH

The traditional hotel on Lake Thun has represented great hospitality for over 100 years. Its location in the heart of the 
Bernese Oberland is completely unique with the world famous mountains of Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau in the south 
and Lake Thun in the north. 
The traditional architecture with pointed dormer windows in the grey covered roof blend harmoniously into the 
mountain setting. The interior is decorated in a classic modern and easy-going style. Earthy colours in combination 
with white characterise the interior and are emphasised with tones of red.
The boards in the rooms are installed in the Trendpark format.



Architect: Lehnherr Architektur AG, Wimmis
Building owner: Hauenstein Immobilien AG, Hünibach
Parquet: 1400 m² Trendpark, Oak smoked 14, nature oiled

STRANDHOTEL BELVÉDÈRE
Spiez, CH



PRIVÀ ALPINE LODGE



PRIVÀ ALPINE LODGE
Lenzerheide, CH

Nestling between the magnificent Grisons mountains right beside the skiing slopes, the PRIVÀ Alpine 
Lodge is an unusual chalet resort with village character.

A total of 90 chalet apartments, spread among 10 buildings, and three chalets with two apartments each are 
grouped around an idyllic village square. The stylish and comfortable chalets have a modern design that 
incorporates traditional elements. The prevalent design element is the parquet floor made from natural oak 
one-strip planks.



Architect: Hannes Ganahl und Michael Brandtner 
Building owner: Residenza Grischuna AG, St Gallen
Parquet: 3500 m² Villapark, Oak 35

PRIVÀ ALPINE LODGE
Lenzerheide, CH



CHALET AMNESIA
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CHALET AMNESIA
Haute Savoie, FR

The contrast between the traditional outside and the bright inside with refined, elegant details makes this chalet  
on the slopes of Courchevel Moriond so unique.

Stretching over four floors, the chalet offers a luxury stay to its guests with a jacuzzi, sauna and games room. 
The light one-strip planks in Oak Farina highlight on the one hand the chalet character and on the other hand, they  
ideally harmonise with the modern interior design. A unique staircase made with the same parquet leads up 
through the four-storey house.



Architect: Atelier Rémi Giffon, Lyon 
Building owner: Private
Parquet: 130 m2 Studiopark, Oak Farina 14, deep brushed, nature oiled

CHALET AMNESIA
Haute Savoie, FR



Photos: Stefan Schumacher Fotografie, München, Germany
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ALPINE LODGE CHESA AL PARC
Pontresina, CH

Chesa al Parc opened in winter 2014/15 with five Alpine Lodges is right on the outskirts of the Saratz Park in 
Pontresina, in an attractive, sunny and panoramic position in the centre of the village.

The interior is quite unexpected with its unusual combination of lots of light rustic softwood, Formpark Oak 
smoked and exposed concrete on the walls and ceiling. The holiday homes have a modern, yet cosy atmosphere.



Architect: stricker architekten ag, Pontresina 
Building owner: plattner & plattner/Richard Plattner, Pontresina
Parquet: 550 m² Formpark, Oak smoked 14, nature oiled

ALPINE LODGE CHESA AL PARC
Pontresina, CH



Photos: Parkhotel Wallberg, www.wallberg.ch
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HOTEL WALLBERG
Volketswil, CH

Hotel Wallberg in Volketswil was renovated at the end of 2014. The building’s original concept from the year 1967 
was preserved and expanded on. Oak floor coverings harmonise with the striking red exposed brick. The refurbish-
ment design sustains the basic concept of the original construction by architect Manuel Pauli from 1967. 
To restore the building to its original presence and transparency, the two-floor reception and various walls, which 
had been added during a previous conversion, were removed. The natural substantiality and colours of the new 
materials, which include oak, brass and cast stone, harmonise with the hotel’s striking brickwork. The interior design 
was inspired by the chosen materials and colours. Oak, a newly employed material, perfectly complements the 
striking red exposed brick. 



Architect: camenzind bosshard, Zurich 
Building owner: Gemeinde Volketswil
Parquet: 150 m2 Formpark, Oak smoked, nature oiled, deep brushed

HOTEL WALLBERG
Volketswil, CH
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HOTEL SEEGARTEN  
AT SORPE LAKE
Sundern, DE

The Hotel Seegarten is in the dreamy location between Sorpe Lake, the promenade and spa park. Quiet, sumptuously 
furnished rooms with wonderful views promise a fantastic stay.

In the 46 square metre Panorama Lofts, stylish furniture meets modern comfort. King size beds and interiors by 
renowned companies are complemented with designer bathrooms. The neutral, reserved colour scheme in white, grey 
and beige tones makes everything seem light and airy. Nature oiled oak 1-strip-plank in the light white tone of Farina 
fit in perfectly in this ambiance and offer a feeling of well-being as you walk barefoot on the parquet flooring



Architect: Otte Nöcker Partner, Arnsberg
Building owner: Olaf Baumeister (TV cook WDR 3), Sundern
Parquet: 750 m² Casapark, Oak Farina 45, nature oiled, brushed, 2 bevelled sides

HOTEL SEEGARTEN  
AT SORPE LAKE
Sundern, DE



Photos: ROOST Apartment Hotel, Philadelphia, www.myroost.com
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ROOST APARTMENT HOTEL
Philadelphia, USA

The new generation of Roost Apartment Hotels are more than just a place where you stay for a while. They are 
places where you can feel at home for a long time. An atmosphere is created in which the needs of the guests have 
been taken into consideration, so they are motivated to interact with their surroundings and feel completely at 
one with them.
In downtown Philadelphia, the first Roost Apartment Hotel opened in 2014 with 27 furnished apartments studio-
style floor plans. The establishment for the globetrotters of today, decorated with sophisticated taste, is as soulful 
as it is original. Antique carpets partially cover the herringbone parquet, that runs through the building with its 
used-look of familiar cosiness.



Architect: Morris Adjmi Architects
Building owner: Method Residential/Grasso Holdings
Parquet: 310 m² Unopark, Oak, used look, herringbone laying pattern

ROOST APARTMENT HOTEL
Philadelphia, USA
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BULTHAUP IM BELSENPARK
Düsseldorf, DE

On the site of the former freight station of Oberkassel a new district has emerged in the last few years in a central  
location. With a sustainable overall concept, the 20,000 m² of parkland of Belsenpark breathes new life into this  
central district of Oberkassel.
The office and commercial building LaVista wows onlookers with its distinctive solitary look. On the ground floor, 
bulthaup has created a unique space for pleasure and communication. The 200 m² showroom is very inviting,  
tempting you in to experience the quality, functionality, ergonomics and design of the kitchens from bulthaup.  
Brushed, nature oiled oak floorboards in the colour Avorio optimally complement the interior and harmonise 
throughout thanks to the modestly discreet shade of colour with varying furnishings.



Architect: bulthaup / Bärbel Schleiting
Building owner: bulthaup / Bärbel Schleiting
Parquet: 175 m² Villapark, Oak Avorio, brushed and nature oiled

BULTHAUP IM BELSENPARK
Düsseldorf, DE



CORE TECHNOLOGIE
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CORE TECHNOLOGIE
Mömbris, DE

For the new headquarters of the international software company CT Core Technologie in Aschaffenburg, the architect 
Helge Meerheim from Leipzig designed a prominant building block using extraordinary stylistic idioms with a  
dominant, symbolic structuring of the space inside.
The interior emits a pleasant spacious feel in order to provide the IT specialists with a supportive environment as they 
work on their complex tasks. The architects therefore decided to keep the walls, ceilings and structural elements, such 
as columns, in white. Only the room-high facade profiles are dark grey and they harmonise with the predominantly 
dark furnishings. The smoked oak parquet lends a high sense of value.



Architect: Helge Meerheim, FLOW.Studio GmbH, Leipzig
Building owner: CT Core Technologie GmbH, Mömbris
Parquet: 351 m² Unopark, Oak, smoked, matt lacquered

CORE TECHNOLOGIE
Mömbris, DE
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SHOE STORE STIEFELKÖNIG
Vienna, AT

The company's focus on top-quality products is a central aspect of its corporate philosophy. All brands 
available at Stiefelkönig are carefully selected and have one thing in common: they are top of the range in 
their segment – worldwide.
Stiefelkönig branches offer more than a fine selection of shoes, bags and accessories, they also offer 
exceptional customer service. The Stiefelkönig staff provide excellent advice to their customers, not only 
with regard to the latest trends but also in terms of style.

The company's corporate philosophy is also reflected in the shop's external appearance: Individually and 
fancy, its different areas have been created down to last detail in outstanding craftsmanship. The entire 
furniture is made from the same parquet as the floor and walls of the room.



Architect: Leder und Schuh, Graz
Building owner: Leder und Schuh, Graz
Parquet: 145 m²  Trendpark, Ash 14, Purple Heart, high gloss finish
  32 m²  Silverline, Oak 14, Gold, brushed, nature oiled
  232 m²  Vintage Edition, Oak, diverse

SHOE STORE STIEFELKÖNIG
Vienna, AT



Photos: ammarkt ag, www.ammarkt.ch
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AGENCY AMMARKT
St Gallen, CH

When the Fullservice-Agency AMMARKT in St Gallen made plans to redesign their offices, they opted for the  
Vintage Edition Stone. In collaboration with the interior design consultants from Domus, they created modern and 
timeless offices and lounges.

The spatial effect is predominantly influenced by the strong emphasis on the longitudinal direction of the parquet 
floorboards. Vintage Edition Stone gives the rooms a certain edge and it is also very easy to look after. The sculptural 
spiral staircase in stark black and white is perfectly accentuated on the parquet flooring through the rough-sawn look.



Architect: Domus, St Gallen 
Building owner: Agentur ammarkt, St Gallen
Parquet: 240 m² Trendpark Vintage Edition, Stone, Oak, matt lacquered and stained

AGENCY AMMARKT
St Gallen, CH



Photos: Bächli Bergsport AG, www.baechli-bergsport.ch

BÄCHLI 
BERGSPORT



BÄCHLI BERGSPORT
Chur, CH

Bächli Bergsport, one of the biggest Swiss mountain sport retailers, offers a wide range of high-quality Alpine sports 
products. The newest store, the first of its kind in the Bündner region, recently opened in the Rheinfels shopping  
centre in Chur. The well-sized shop, which covers a floor space of 1,700 m², provides a magnificent view of the  
Calanda massif. Belying its size, the impression made by the “Rheinfels” building complex is far from bulky, blending 
in unobtrusively with the surrounding mountain scene. This impression was achieved through skilful emphasis on 
the horizontal lines, light wood coverings and freshly planted broad-leafed trees, which interrupt the strict linearity  
of the building. Bauwerk oak parquet was installed on the entire floor space of the Alpine sports store, giving the 
premises a timeless air that harmonises well with the Alpine theme.



Architect: maurusfrei partner ag, Chur
Building owner: Nocasa AG, Chur
Parquet: 1700 m² Solopark, Oak 15, nature oiled

BÄCHLI BERGSPORT
Chur, CH



LEHNER AKUSTIK AG

Photos: Lehner Akustik AG, Maienfeld, www.lehner-akustik.ch



LEHNER AKUSTIK
Maienfeld, CH

The perfect interplay of light, image and sound is an art and the passion of Lehner Akustik AG – for the home, in 
public spaces and at major events.
Since January 2014, the large showroom in the new building in Maienfeld invites visitors to look and experience. The 
personal consulting for individual and demanding customer requests is one of the strengths of Lehner Akustik AG.
The cubist architecture with a black façade reminds us of an over-dimensioned loudspeaker. Thanks to the open-
space design with large window surfaces, the entire interior is flooded with daylight. 
The large-format 1-strip-planks on the ground floor have a calming and noble effect while lending the space a warm 
atmosphere. To bring the large floor surfaces in the upper floor to life, the parquet was laid in a herringbone pattern.



Architect: Zindel & Partner, Maienfeld 
Building owner: Lehner Akustik AG, Maienfeld
Parquet: 400 m² Villapark, Oak, brushed, nature oiled, 300 m² Objekt-Langstab, Oak Tabacco, nature oiled

LEHNER AKUSTIK
Maienfeld, CH



ROLF BENZ + PIURE 
STORE

Fotos: www.marcushassler.de



ROLF BENZ + PIURE STORE
Munich, DE

The interior design company Böhmler opened Rolf Benz + Piure by böhmler Store in 2014 in Ludwigpalais at 
Munich's fancy shopping-mile, on Ludwigstraße.
High quality, durable and carefully crafted furniture that exudes quality and high standards is presented in a  
harmonious exhibition and presentation concept. The parquet flooring in the showroom plays a central role in  
creating this sense of overall harmony: Casapark Oak Sasso, nature oiled and brushed, installed in three different 
widths. These high quality, greyish wooden floors emanate timelessness and ingratiate the effect of the furniture, 
which changes year on year, through its positive neutrality.



Architect: labsdesign, Hamburg
Building owner: Rolf Benz, Munich
Parquet: 470 m² Casapark, Oak 15 Sasso, nature oiled and brushed

ROLF BENZ + PIURE STORE
Munich, DE



RIEMSER PHARMA 
GMBH

Photos: Werner Huthmacher, Berlin, Germany



RIEMSER PHARMA GMBH
Berlin, DE

RIEMSER Pharma GmbH is a globally active company that markets, sells and focuses on the life-cycle- 
management of medicinal products for human use. A listed building dating back to 1936 was converted for 
their new headquarters in Berlin.
Pills are symbolic as a medium for healing and this was the inspiration behind Reuter Schoger Architekten's 
design concept for the seating furniture, ceiling panels, lines of lighting, tables, room partitions and bar  
furniture. At 125 metres long, the wide corridor is a real spatial experience. At the same time it brings the 
light to life enhancing the moments to stay, move and meet, from the entrance area to the cafeteria. The  
interior design concept draws its individuality from the various forms pills come in, the three-dimensional 
shape of light, the contrast between modernity and charming old architecture, between clarity and playful 
theatrics.



Architect: Reuter Schoger Architekten, Berlin
Building owner: Riemser Pharma GmbH
Parquet: 216 m² Villapark, Oak Farina, brushed and nature oiled

RIEMSER PHARMA GMBH
Berlin, DE



PUBLIC BUILDINGS 



KINDERGARTEN HARD



KINDERGARTEN
Hard, AT

The community voted for the use of wooden floors in both the extension buildings as well as the existing building 
(1998), in order to create a warm and cosy feeling in the rooms. The architect decided to use the wood from a species 
of silver fir that grows in abundance in the region for the walls and ceiling, and to use the harder more durable oak for 
the floors.
The 2-layer planks with the HDF underlay is fully bonded, resulting in an ultra-quiet footfall. Thanks to the optimal 
heat flow value, the energy from the underfloor heating can be used efficiently. The warmth emitted from the  
generously sized 1-strip-planks of Villapark, give the essentially modern architecture an undeniable cosy dimension. 
The structured surface interacts intensively with the light and shadows.



Architect: architekt dipl ing peter schaffer, Hard 
Building owner: Gemeinde Hard
Parquet: 550 m² Villapark, Oak 35, deep brushed

KINDERGARTEN
Hard, AT



Photos: Formel Fun AG, www.formelfun.ch

FORMEL FUN



FORMEL FUN
Bülach, CH

A children's game hall and a meeting place for adults. In this stylish lounge, adults will find everything they 
need to feel at home whilst the children have fun. 

A particular attraction is the unique climbing frame, it is like no other in the whole of Europe. Thanks to its 
substantial size and construction, even adults can have fun on it.
Delicious smelling coffee is brewed, fresh juice is pressed and tasty snacks are prepared behind the bar counter 
made from Vintage Edition White, Blue, Red, Yellow and Green.



Interior designer: Glaeser Wogg AG, Baden
Building owner: Formel Fun AG, Bülach
Parquet: 20 m² Vintage Edition, Multicolor

FORMEL FUN
Bülach, CH



WHITE CUBE
(MUSEUM)

Photos: Stefan Küng, Löwenzahn Design, Switzerland



WHITE CUBE (MUSEUM)
Vaduz, FL

As a complement to the glossy black Liechtenstein Museum of Fine Arts, the architects from Basel, Morger & Dettli, 
decided to build a white cube in Vaduz. It is home to the masterpieces of the Hilti Art Foundation. 

The 20-metre high cube rests on three supporting wall elements and is divided by four rows of window. The light 
facade is made from concrete, which is a mixture of Laas marble and Rhine gravel, poured on site and cut into an 
enormous artificial stone. Carefully designed proportions and details as well as the uniform parquet floors in all the 
rooms and stairs give the place a feel of “poetic minimalism”.



Architect: Morger & Dettli Architekten AG, Basel
Building owner: Huber Schmuck und Norman Huber, Vaduz
Parquet: 795 m² Trendpark, Oak 13, nature oiled

WHITE CUBE (MUSEUM)
Vaduz, FL



EXTENSION
KINDERGARTEN HARD

Photos: Architekt Peter Schaffer, Foto: Fotostudio Roth, Rankweil



EXTENSION KINDERGARTEN 
Hard, AT

The community voted for the use of wooden floors in both the extension buildings as well as the existing 
building (1998), in order to create a warm and cosy feeling in the rooms.
The architect decided to use the wood from a species of silver fir that grows in abundance in the region for 
the walls and ceiling, and to use the harder more durable oak for the floors.
The 2-layer planks with the HDF underlay is fully bonded, resulting in an ultra-quiet footfall. Thanks to the 
optimal heat flow value, the energy from the underfloor heating can be used efficiently. The warmth emitted 
from the generously sized 1-strip-planks of Villapark, give the essentially modern architecture an undeniable 
cosy dimension. The structured surface interacts intensively with the light and shadows.



Architect: architekt dipl ing peter schaffer, Hard
Building owner: Gemeinde Hard
Parquet: 550 m² Villapark, Oak 35, deep brushed

EXTENSION KINDERGARTEN 
Hard, AT



Photos: Simon Böhm, www.architektur-dokumentation.de

MUSEUM 
FRIEDER BURDA



MUSEUM FRIEDER BURDA
Baden-Baden, DE

The architecture of the museum is characterised through its expression of classic modernism. Large sized 
windows allow the natural light to permeate through the exhibition rooms. 

Inside the building, the cool, bright white of the structural elements, walls and ceiling contrast with the 
warm, earthy tones of the parquet flooring. This runs through the entire building over a ramp that joins all 
four levels of the museum, in a spiral, and gives each floor different outlooks. 



Architect: Richard Meier & Partners Architects LLP, New York
Building owner: Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden
Parquet: 2200 m² Megapark, Oak smoked 14, nature oiled

MUSEUM FRIEDER BURDA
Baden-Baden, DE



MARIAGRÜN  
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Photos: Markus Kaiser, Graz, www.markus-kaiser.at



MARIAGRÜN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Graz, AT

The pedagogical concepts require a high degree of flexibility in the architecture. In the Mariagrün Primary School, 
one such concept was realised, so that now the children can benefit from a differentiated spatial experience.

The hard-wearing solid parquet on-edge was selected for the indoor area. The Mariagrün Primary School is a  
certified Passive House and won this distinction for the use of ecological building materials.



MARIAGRÜN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Graz, AT

Architect: Philipp Berktold, Dornbirn 
Building owner: GBG, Graz
Parquet: 1000 m² On-edge, Oak (unfinished parquet)



RIGAHAUS  
NURSING HOME

Photos: Hannes Henz, Zürich, Switzerland



RIGAHAUS NURSING HOME
Chur, CH

Diversity and individuality are extremely important at the Rigahaus in Chur. This facility with great flair, offers 
various forms of living, depending on the level of care and support required. In 2014, the nursing home was 
extended with a new building for retirement homes.
The three-storey cubic building boasts a bright facade that subtly plays with the different structures: Exposed 
concrete intermingles with the light grey masonry, even the balcony railings interact discreetly with the pattern 
of fine lines. The elegant design concept continues inside the building. Natural wood for the window frames  
and floors revives the timeless interior decor. The oak parquet is sturdy and easy to maintain.



Architect: Chebbi | Thomet | Bucher Architektinnen AG, Zurich
Building owner: Stiftung Rigahaus, Chur
Parquet: 2400 m² Megapark, Oak, 13, matt lacquered

RIGAHAUS NURSING HOME
Chur, CH



WIPO 
CONFERENCE HALL

Photos: David Matthiessen, Stuttgart, Germany



WIPO CONFERENCE HALL
Geneva, CH

Wood is the decisive material used in the new conference hall building of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization (WIPO) in Geneva, designed by Behnisch Architekten. With overhangs measuring up to 30 m, 
the conference hall opens up a whole new dimension in timber engineering and all the while still meets the 
demands of the building's owners for an environmentally friendly and structurally exceptional building.
The main part of the hall is also made completely from wood on the inside and so with the help of the  
targeted use of natural light sources, creates a room of exceptionally high appeal and quality. The openings of 
the otherwise rather introverted building, draw one's gaze to the French Alps and the Mont Blanc mountain 
range in the distance.



Architect: A3 Architecture SA, Geneva
Building owner: WIPO Geneva
Parquet: 2000 m² Megapark, Oak Avorio, nature oiled

WIPO CONFERENCE HALL
Geneva, CH




